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This paper deals with the performance analysis and implementation of a robust speed controller. 
The robustness is guaranteed by the use of the internal model controller (IMC). Verification of the 
proposed robust controller is provided by experimental realistic tests on scalar controlled 
induction motor drives. Robust speed control at low speeds and in field weakening region is 
studied in order to show the robustness of the speed controller with a wide range of load 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Induction motors are relatively inexpensive and rugged machines. Consequently much 
attention has been given to induction motor control for starting, standstill, speed reversal, 
position control…etc. The induction motor torque is dependent both on the flux and the 
speed. But neither relationship is linear, a fact that complicates the design of the control 
system for induction machines. Thanks to scalar and Field orientation controls, induction 
machines are used for wide field of industrial applications [21]. 

Not only the coupling behavior of the induction motor consists a great problem but also 
the variation of their parameters mainly according to temperature [1]. Researchers have 
used various types of closed loop controllers for the rotor speed of the induction motor [18]. 
Among these controllers, the proportional integral derivative controllers are widely used in 
the outer speed loop. However, the use of this type of controller is more sensitive to 
parameter variation. To overcome this problem adaptive and robust control were used. The 
adaptive control imposes a very computation burden while H∞ robust control requires the 
knowledge of the limit of the disturbance [7], [8] and [10]. The sliding mode control is also 
used in the speed loop but the most disadvantage of this type of controller is the high 
switching frequency [22]. Recently, speed controllers based on artificial intelligence 
techniques such as fuzzy logic and neural network based controllers have been proposed 
[5], [9], [13] and [20]. Since these approaches do not require the knowledge of a 
mathematical machine model, the algorithm would remains robust despite of parameter 
deviations and noises measurements. However, the computation expenses and the 
requirement of expert knowledge for the system setup have seriously restricted their 
applications in practice. 

In this paper, an internal model controller is developed for the feedback of the scalar 
controlled induction motor. This IMC controller has the advantage of robustness, ease of 
design, good responses in transient state and in field weakening region. Details of the 
proposed IMC controller will be given in the following sections. Performance of the 
developed speed controller and its accuracy are verified by performing a series of 
experiments. These consist of step, acceleration, deceleration in low speeds and in field 
weakening region under both no load and loaded conditions.  
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2. PROPOSED SCHEME OF THE DRIVE SYSTEM 

The block diagram of the proposed induction motor drive system is shown in Figure 1. 
The closed loop control scheme of the induction motor is based on the internal model 
controller for the rotor speed [15]. The strategy to assume the decoupling of the induction 
motor is the scalar control using voltage source inverter [16] and [17]. 

 Target Internal 
Model 

Voltage 
inverter 

Scalar control

IM 
Model

IM

Lo
ad

 
Figure 1: Block diagram of induction motor drive. 

2.1 Scalar control induction motor 

Scalar control strategy is designed based on the steady state operation. Based on the 
mathematical equations governing electrical dynamic of an induction motor in a 
synchronous rotating frame in the steady state, we obtain: 

ds s ds s qsv r i ω= − Φ                          (1) 

qs s qs s dsv r i ω= + Φ                          (2) 

( )dr r dr s qrv r i ω ω= − − Φ                       (3) 

( )qr r qr s drv r i ω ω= + − Φ                       (4) 

The d  and q  axis can be referred in a space vector if they are respectively placed at real 
and imaginary axis. Hence, 

s ds qsv v jv= +                           (5) 

s ds qsi i ji= +                            (6) 

r dr qri i ji= +                            (7) 

s ds qsjΦ = Φ + Φ                          (8) 

r dr qrjΦ = Φ + Φ                          (9) 

Employing (1) and (2) in (5) yields: 

s s s s sv r i jω= + Φ                          (10) 

Similarly, the rotor voltage is defined as: 

r r r r rv r i jω= + Φ                          (11) 

The stator and rotor flux are: 

ds s ds drL i M iΦ = +                         (12) 
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qs s qs qrL i M iΦ = +                         (13) 

dr r dr dsL i M iΦ = +                         (14) 

qr r qr qsL i M iΦ = +                         (15) 

Based on the equation system and equations (5)-(8), the stator and rotor flux in vector space 
are defined by: 

s s s rL i M iΦ = +                          (16) 

r r r sL i M iΦ = +                          (17) 

By replacing the flux with their expressions, (10) and (11) become: 

[ ]s s s s s s rv r i j L i M iω= + +                      (18) 

0 [ ]r r r r r sr i j L i M iω= + +                      (19) 

In what follows, we use the well known equivalent single phase model transformed to the 
stator where we consider the magnetic leakages are totalized and grouped in the rotor and 
designed by e sN ω  [12]. Figure 2 shows this model. 

is
rs

R’r/gVs
V's

e sN ω

 
Figure 2: Single phase equivalent circuit of the induction machine. 

where '
rR  and eN  represent respectively the rotor resistance and total leakage inductance 

located in the rotor. 

The evolution of the stator synchronous field round the rotor produces an electromagnetic 
power which will be transmitted to the rotor at synchronous speed. The electromagnetic 
power is defined as [19]: 

( )

2

2
2

'
3

'
r s

em em s
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e s

R V
P T
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N
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ω

= Ω =
⎛ ⎞⎟⎜ +⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

                 (20) 

By assumption, we neglect the stator resistance and we obtain: 

( )

2
2

2

'

6
'

2

r

r
em s

r
e

r

R
f

T
R

N
f

π

π

= Φ
⎛ ⎞⎟⎜ ⎟ +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜⎝ ⎠

                    (21) 

where rf  is the slip frequency. 
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The mechanical dynamics of the induction motor is expressed as: 

( )em L

d
J p T T
dt
ω

= −                         (22) 

If we give the zero value to the load torque( )LT , the transfer function which defines the 
relation between the rotor speed ω  and sω  is given as: 

( )
3 ² ²

' ' 3 ² ² 1
s

r r s

p k
s R Js R f p s
ω
ω τ

Φ
= =

+ + Φ +
                (23) 

Here p  is the number of poles pair, f  is the viscous coefficient, τ  is the time constant and 
k is the static gain of the system. 

Hence, the scalar induction motor model is represented by a first order system. To identify 
the characteristics of this system model, a standard recursive least square (RLS) method is 
used.  

2. 2 Identification with RLS algorithm 

The recursive least square identification algorithm is described by the following steps 
[14]: 

1. Initial conditions: the initial value of the estimated parameter vector θ  is set equal to 
zero. The initial covariance matrix is assumed to be diagonal matrix with large positive 
numbers. 

2. Compute estimate ( )y k  

( ) ( 1)x( )Ty k k kθ= −                        (24) 

3. Compute the estimation error of ( )y k  

( ) ( ) ( 1)x( ) Tk y k k kε θ= − −                      (25) 

4. Compute the estimation covariance matrix at instant k  
T

T

( )x( )x ( )P( 1)
( ) ( 1)

1+x ( )P( 1)x( )

P k k k k
P k P k

k k k
−

= − −
−

                (26) 

5. Compute the estimation vector at instant k  

( ) ( 1) ( )x( ) ( )k k P k k kθ θ ε= − +                     (27) 

6. Repeat 2-5 until the iteration number (measurement number) or the target error value is 
reached.  

2.3 Induction motor model identification 

The discreet induction motor model is defined as: 
1

1

( )
( )

1 ( )

y kbz
G z

az u k

−

−= =
+

                      (28) 

Based on (28), the recurrent equation is given as: 
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( ) ( 1) ( 1)y k bu k ay k= − − −                      (29) 

This can be written as: 

( ) ( )x( )Ty k k kθ=                          (30) 

θ  is the vector of estimated parameters and x  is the regression vector containing old 
inputs and outputs of the system to be identified. 

Here θ  and x  are defined as: 

( )
T

k b aθ ⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦                           (31) 

x= ( - 1) - ( - 1)u k y k⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦                        (32) 

To identify the estimated parameters, an experimental test was done on a 1kw induction 
motor scalar drive system. The drive is excited with a pseudo random binary sequence 
(PRBS) in order to obtain a data file input output measurements. An off line identification 
based on RLS is performed. The evolution of the output and input measurements are shown 
in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Evolution of the input and the output signals. 

The identification results are illustrated in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Evolution of the identification parameters. 
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Based on these results, the final discreet function can be written as: 
1

1

( )
( )

1 ( )s

kbz
Gm z

az k

ω
ω

−

−= =
+

                     (33) 

Where  0.0611b =  and a = -0.8254.  

2.3 Validity of the established discreet induction motor model  

The principle of this test is highlighted by these steps: 

1. Compute the quantity defined as: 

1

2

1

( ) ( )
( ) , if i 1.

( )

N

k
N

k

k k i
RN i

k

ε ε

ε

=

=

−
=
∑

∑
                   (34) 

sup( , )a bi n n d= − +  with an  is the order of the denumerator and bn  is the order of the 
numerator. 

2. Verify the condition validity given as: 

2,17
( )RN i

N
≤                           (35) 

In our application 716N = . Then, we get ( ) 0, 0811RN i ≤ . 

The theoretical computation leads to: 

(0) 1,

(1) -0.0733,

(2) -0.0544,

(3) -0.0466.

RN

RN

RN

RN

=

=

=

=

                         (36) 

As shown by these results, the condition (35) is already verified. Therefore, we conclude 
that the established induction motor model is valid. 

2.4 Internal model controller 

The speed controller is based on the principle of internal model control which makes it 
robust and immune to disturbances (parameter variations and external load torque 
disturbance) [2] and [3]. The internal model controller is consisting of mainly the controller 
and the discreet system model. The block diagram of the structure of internal model 
controller is given in Figure 5. 

When the process is linear and so as, it can be described by a transfer function ( )G z , 
based on the bloc diagram of the internal model controller (Figure 5), we establish: 
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Figure 5: Block diagram of internal model control. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y z G z u z D z= +                        (36) 

( ) ( ) ( )ym z Gm z u z=                         (37) 

The command ( )u z  is expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )u z Q z yc z G z Gm z u z D z⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= − − −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
             (38) 

It can be simplified as: 

[ ]
1

( ) 1 ( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )u z Q z G z Gm z Q z yc z D z
−⎡ ⎤= + − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦             (39) 

where ( )yc z  denotes the target value of the output value ( )y z . 

By replacing ( )u z  with its value in (36) yields 

[ ]
1

( ) ( ) 1 ( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y z G z Q z G z Gm z Q z yc z D z D z
−⎡ ⎤= + − − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦        (40) 

Here, we distinguish two circumstances: 

• We suppose that the modeling system is perfect. Therefore ( ) ( )G z Gm z= . Using this 
condition, we obtain: 

[ ]( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y z G z Q z yc z D z D z= − +                  (41) 

The aim is to assume that ( ) ( )cy z y z=  in steady state in tracking and regulation. It is clear 
that if we choose 1(1) (1)Q G −= , then ( ) ( )cy y∞ = ∞  if k  converges to∞ . The writing 

1(1) (1)Q G −=  is possible only if the process is stable. 

• Now, the modeling process is not perfect. To eliminate the effect of the modeling error, a 
low pass filter ( )F z  is added. In this case: 

[ ]
1

( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ( )( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y z G z Q z F z G z Gm z Q z yc z F z D z D z
−⎡ ⎤= + − − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦     (42) 

From this equation, it is clear that to eliminate the disturbance and to assume 
( ) ( )cy y∞ = ∞  if k  converges to∞ , we must choose (1) (1) (1) 1Q F Gm = . The easy way 

is to choose a low pass filter with a unit static gain. 

In practice, the low pass filter is used not only to eliminate the modeling error but also to 
make the controller physically realized. It has an adjustable parameter. This adjustable 
parameter can be adjusted on line and off line in order to make the internal model controller 
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more robust about modeling errors. Hence, the final form of the internal model controller is 
given as: 

0( ) ( ) ( )Q z Q z F z=                          (43) 

The model internal controller is applied for only stable system. 

To obtain the final form of the internal model controller, five steps are to be followed: 

Step 1: the zeros of 0( )Q z  are the poles of the model system. 

Step 2: the poles of 0( )Q z  are chosen as 

• the stable zeros of the model system, 

• the reverse of the instable zeros of the model system, 

• a pole zero is added at each zero with a negative real part, 

Step 3: a pole zero is added to 0( )Q z , 

Step 4: to obtain a zero error in the steady state, the controller gain is chosen so that 
0(1) (1) 1Q G = , 

Step 5: a low pass filter is added in order to overcome the problems caused by the modeling 
error. In general [4] and [6]: 

(1 )
( )

z
F z

z
α
α

−
=

−
                         (44) 

where 0 1α< < . 

The robustness of this controller is achieved by a good choice of the coefficientα . 

The final form of the IMC controller can be written as: 

0( ) ( ) ( )Q z Q z F z=                          (45) 

Now, in order to determinate ( )u k , we calculate the product between ( )F z  and 0( )u k . 
Therefore, we obtain: 

0( ) ( ) ( )u k F z u k=                          (46) 

Replacing ( )F z  with its value, (46) yields  

0( ) ( 1) (1 ) ( )u k u k u kα α= − + −                     (47) 

If α  is nearby 1  (1 α− converges to zero), then, ( )u k  remains nearby ( 1)u k − although 
the difference process model occurs which prove the robustness of this controller. Hence 
the process dynamic in closed loop is fixed by this filter parameter. A several experimental 
tests were carried to tune the filter parameter with respect to the compromise between 
rapidity and stability of the overall system. The final value used is then fixed to 0.9. 

The condition of the internal model control is justified by the Nyquist locality shown in 
Figure 6. Based on the Nyquist criterion which announce that a necessary and sufficient 
stability condition is that the round number of Nyquist diagram round the critical point 
( )1, 0−  in direct direction have to be equaled to instable zero number of his transfer 
function in open loop. In our application, the transfer function in open loop has no instable 
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zero and as given in Figure 6, its Nyquist diagram doesn’t turn round the critical point (-1, 
0) in direct direction. Therefore, based on this criterion, the induction motor model is sable. 
Hence, the IMC can be used in the control loop. 

 
Figure 6: Nyquist locality of the induction motor open loop transfer function. 

Based on these five steps, the internal model controller is obtained as  

0 1 0( ) ( 1) ( 2) ( 1)u k b e k b e k a u k= − + − + −                 (47) 

where e  is the error between real output and model output, 0a = α , 0

1
b

a
α−

=  and 

( )
1

1 b
b

a

α−
= . 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

The experimental setup is shown in figure 7. It consists of appropriate hardware and its 
software implemented through a processor based digital controller. The major parts of the 
drive system are: 

• IMC Speed controller, 

• Inverter drive, 

• A power inverter based on the IGBT transistors and L, C filter, 

• Scalar control set around a micro-controller, 

• Pc with an acquisition and control card ( 10 )v± , 

• Induction motor (1kw-4.6A) coupled to DC generator (1kw-6.2A) supplying a 
variable resistive load. 

Some of them are implemented through software and are namely IMC speed controller. The 
remaining parts are implemented using the developed hardware. 

Many experiments were carried out on the various operating conditions to verify the 
performance of the proposed internal model speed controller (low speed operation, reverse 
operation, field weakening region…etc.) under no load and load applied. Some selected 
results are presented in this section to highlight the significant operating conditions for the 
proposed system. 
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Figure 7: Experimental setup. 

Figures 8 and 9 show speed responses under constant load of 400w and 200zm 
respectively. Figures 10-11 show, respectively, the step responses for 700rpm and 2000rpm 
with different selected resistive applied load about 400W and 200W. These results justify 
the robustness of the overall control system under parameter variation and load 
disturbances. 

In Figure 11, a wide range of selected resistive load is considered and applied in order to 
test the robustness of the proposed control algorithm. In this test, both the field weakening 
operation and load torque disturbance are considered. Hence, high speeds require rather 
large input voltages. In practice, the voltage must be kept within the inverter ceiling limits 
[11] so that the flux is decreased from the rated as the speed increases above rated one 
(scalar law strategy at constant power). This method of reducing the flux at high speeds is 
called "field weakening". It can be noted that at a high speed of 1800rpm, the control 
system achieve a good disturbance rejection and stability. The system power limitation 
explains the speed droop occurring at 19s. 

  
(a)                                                    (b) 

  
(c)                                                (d) 

Figure 8: Speeds, control voltage, load current and voltage responses under constant load of 400w 
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(a)                                             (b) 

  
(c)                                          (d) 

Figure 9: Speeds, control voltage, load current and voltage responses under constant load of 200 w 

  
(a)                                                           (b) 

  
(c)                                                      (d) 

Figure 10: Speeds, control voltage, current and load responses under variable load of 350 w at t=5s, 
450 w at t=6s no load at t=8s, 450w at t=18s and 550 w at t=19s (variable target speed as acceleration 

and deceleration). 
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(a)                                                  (b) 

 
(c)                                                   (d) 

Figure 11: Speed, control voltage, load current and load voltage responses of speed IMC controller 
under constant load of 200 w at t=3.5s and 0.5 kw at t=6s (variable target speed as acceleration and 

deceleration). 

The tests of the algorithm under no load are given in figures 12 to 17. Low speed, field 
weakening region and reverse operation are all of studied then tested experimentally. From 
these figures, it is seen that the proposed control algorithm has good performance and 
stability. 

  
Figure 12: Speed and control voltage under IMC controller (700rpm). 

  
Figure 13: Speed and control voltage under IMC controller (2000rpm: field weakening region). 
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Figure 14: Speed and control voltage under IMC controller (variable target speed). 

  
Figure 15: Speed and control voltage under IMC controller (variable low target speed: permanent 

target speed of ±80rpm). 

  
Figure 16: Speed and control voltage under IMC controller (variable target speed ±1000rpm). 

  
Figure 17: Speed and control voltage under IMC controller (variable target speed: field weakening 

region, permanent target speed of ±2800rpm). 

4. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, an internal model speed controller for induction motor is designed and 
implemented for a scalar induction motor drives system. An identification methodology 
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based on the recursive least square algorithm is successfully applied in this work to identify 
the parameters of the established mathematical model of the drive system. From the 
experimental results using a 1kw induction motor drive system, it is shown that the 
proposed speed controller over the entirely speed range and under a wide range of load has 
a good performance and stability. The most important advantage of the proposed algorithm 
is to provide a robust structure and a simple and easy design compared to other methods.  

Due to the drawbacks of the speed sensorless, a simple speed estimator based on the 
generation of the controller signal in one hand and an artificial neural networks observer on 
the other hand and the torque optimization could be the subject of future follow up research 
work. 
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